Ford fiesta manual transmission problems

Ford vehicle owners are people who love the Ford model and rely on their Ford vehicles for
durability and performance. In recent years, Ford has been faced with issues regarding the
transmissions in certain models. In a March, article, CarAndDriver. The settlement could affect
as many as two million owners of to Fiesta or to Focus cars. While Ford has worked to rectify
the problems with the transmissions that are in some of its cars, many drivers were left angry
due to ill-performing Ford Vehicles. This began after owners were buying or leasing the popular
cars. During the time that the federal fuel emissions regulations passed and gas prices rose,
Ford found itself working against their competitors to create a durable yet fuel-efficient car. The
objective was to manufacture a light-weight vehicle that would save a Ford owner money on gas
as well as maintenance. How did Ford accomplish this? The affected vehicles with the faulty
transmissions were the Fiesta models between the years of to , and to Ford Focus models. Ford
Motor Company has recalled specific model year Ford Focus hatchback cars. The dates of
manufacturing are between February 14, and August 26, These cars are equipped with a manual
transmission. Ford vowed to notify owners as well as dealers. What is Ford doing about the
focus transmission? Additionally, CarAndDriver. Customers complain that the transmission
shudders and vibrates when accelerating from a stop and that repeated repairs including clutch
or entire transmission replacements don't permanently fix the problem. Not only has Ford
worked to remedy its transmission issues, the automaker Ford recalled nearly a quarter of a
million vehicles because of a suspension issue. If left unattended, the suspension part could
break or fracture and then consequently increase the risk of a crash. In a July, article published
by Newsweek. If the suspension moves a lot, the rear toe links can fracture. Toe links keep the
rear suspension stable and the tires on the pavement. Ryan Karczewski of Royal Oak, Michigan
appears on social media angered by the issues his car has brought him. They fixed it and it was
fine. And this transmission light came on the dashboard. She does not qualify for a car
buy-back from Ford and she feels as if Ford has left her out to dry. Not only have Ford Focus,
Fiesta and other models plagued the automaker. In recent years, Ford issued a recall on some
truck models. According to an April post on the torquenews. According to Ford, this recall
includes Ford Ranger and F vehicles with speed automatic transmission and Expedition
vehicles with the police package and speed automatic transmission. Units equipped with a
rotary gearshift dial are not affected. Over time, a partially seated clip may allow the
transmission to be in a gear state different from the gearshift position selected by the driver.
This could allow the driver to move the shifter to Park and remove the ignition key, without the
transmission gear actually being in Park. Dealing with a car that has a faulty transmission and
receiving little help can result in frustration and anger. Thankfully, you can sell that car with the
bad transmission to Cash Cars Buyer! We buy all makes and models- including Ford vehicles
with bad transmissions! Just click here to find out what your Ford is worth and let us help you
turn that old Ford clunker with the messed-up transmission into terrific cash! Missing the title to
that Ford you bought? In most cases, not having the title to your Ford Focus, Fiesta or F is not
an issue. We do ask that you have your car registration as well as picture ID when you are ready
to sell. Dealing with a Ford with a bad transmission is not only angering, but unsafe. You really
cannot rely on the car to perform as it should. So, if you find that you are left out of settlements
or you simply cannot get rid of that faulty car, just click here and get an instant offer. Then, call
us so that we can give you an offer on that faulty Ford, in a flash! Why Us? How it works What
we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. The paper published an email sent in August by a product
development engineer to his supervisors and colleagues in which he said that testers could not
"achieve a drivable calibration that will get us to production. By now it is a well-publicized issue
that Ford's PowerShift dual-clutch automatic transmission has caused problems for owners of
several model years of its Fiesta and Focus cars. Now, nearly two million customers stand to
get repayment for their trouble in a class-action lawsuit settlement currently before the U. Court
of Appeals, and it could cost Ford in the billions. As described by owners of the vehicles, the
primary, recurrent issues are a shuddering feeling while accelerating from a stopâ€”like
someone who can't feather the clutch properly on a stick shiftâ€”followed by a rough upshift
that again sends a vibration throughout the vehicle. Owners have reported replacing clutches,
output shafts, and entire transmissions. They've come back for software updates. More often
than not, as described by owners we've spoken to and on forums across the internet, the
problems reappear even after service technicians claim the transmission is within normal
factory limits. In place of a conventional automatic's torque converter, this dual-clutch
six-speed transmission uses two clutch packs to couple the engine to the transmissionâ€”one
that's engaged when an odd gear is selected, the other for evens. Dual-clutch gearboxes
typically deliver improved fuel economy and faster shifts than a traditional automatic. But these
transmissions also tend to slip the clutch like a manual when getting off the line and can shift
rougher than a torque-converter automatic. Exacerbating these undesirable traits, the Ford uses

dry clutches in the interest of efficiency. Wet clutches, which bathe the friction discs in
hydraulic fluid, offer smoother engagement. It's no coincidence that the better dual-clutch
transmissionsâ€”such as those used by Audi, BMW, Porsche, and Volkswagenâ€”use wet
clutches. But in the U. Since its European introduction 10 years ago, Ford has issued more than
20 technical service bulletins addressing problems with the PowerShift, code-named DPS6. In ,
Ford extended the powertrain warranty on affected Fiesta and Focus models by an extra two
years or 40, miles, to seven years or , miles total. Ford first modified the PowerShift
transmission in after the automaker's scores in J. Power and Consumer Reports surveys
dropped. But these issues didn't go away until Ford began getting sued in According to then
Ford Australia president Graeme Whickman, speaking to CarAdvice in July , Ford made several
improvements to the PowerShift transmission on vehicles after the model year. That's not to
say customers have never since reported a similar issue, but by and large, it hasn't affected a
dramatic spread of owners as did earlier models. Most owners affected by these transmission
problems might get a few hundred dollars and a coupon toward the purchase of a new Ford.
That's why a Michigan firm is suing Ford individually for roughly 20, owners who opted out of
that original class-action lawsuit. The firm, Stern Law, has based its suits on consumer
protection legislation, including state lemon laws and the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, and
claims it will deliver more money per person than the class-action suit. The cases are pending.
Individuals have indeed sued Ford for the PowerShift transmission, as reported by the Free
Press , and have won settlements of amounts of three times or more what their cars were worth
brand new. The majority of these individual state lawsuits have been transferred to the
California class action as part of multi-district litigation rulings. Ford also issued a formal
apology for "the inconvenience caused by the PowerShift transmission problems" and
promised to "work earnestly to take responsibility for fixing them according to our customer
service procedures," according to the Detroit News. When the case was filed in , Whickman
admitted to CarAdvice that the company didn't help its customers the way it should have. It's
too late to join the Michigan lawsuit unless you had already elected to opt out of the pending
Ford class-action settlement before September 5, By default, everyone named in a class-action
lawsuit is assumed to accept all of the terms, with or without their knowledge, so once a
settlement is paid an owner cannot later sue individually for the same allegations. Any
individual suit at this point is likely to be transferred to the class-action suit. Ford will also buy
back certain cars if the settlement arbitrator approves the claim, although it will not buy back
cars older than six years. If you own or lease or ever owned or leased one of the subject
vehicles, you need to file a claim , as you are automatically part of the class if you have not
previously opted out. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of Alex Conley Car and Driver. The â€” Ford Fiesta and the â€” Focus have
a dual-clutch automatic transmission that is the subject of a class-action lawsuit and many
individual lawsuits. Nearly two million people who have owned or leased one of the cars with
the PowerShift transmission stand to get at least some repayment for their trouble. The
settlement is currently being appealed in federal court. Related Story. This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Recalls. Vehicles impacted are the Ford
Fiesta model years and the Ford Focus model years equipped with a PowerShift transmission.
The PowerShift transmission is basically a manual transmission controlled electronically by a
computer while using a 'dry clutch' rather than a 'wet clutch,' meaning oil is not supplied to the
shifting mechanism and can result in increased wear and tear as problems persist. When the
computer module used to operate the transmission is unable to handle rapid acceleration or
shifts in speed, the vehicle sputters and creates an audible noise. The vehicle can also
experience problems with downshifting, meaning the vehicle will remain in a higher gear
despite deceleration and result in a lurch. This is not just an issue of convenience or comfort,
though. When accelerating quickly into an intersection, the delay can be dangerous as it
prevents the vehicle from reaching the same speed a vehicle would achieve with an automatic
transmission. When it comes to deceleration, the car's inability to properly downshift can lead
to the vehicle lunging forward, even when the brakes are applied, making for a safety hazard in
many circumstances. Despite consistent software updates expected to improve the computer's
ability to shift gears on demand, dealerships and service centers nationwide have been
overwhelmed by transmission replacement demands. Ford has also taken action in replacing
the TCM Transmission Control Module of some vehicles in hopes of resolving the issue.
Owners of these vehicles can often be on their second, third Due to the problems that owners
have faced, Ford has extended the warranty of many of these vehicles, some for up to , miles.

This is a clear indication Ford is aware of an ongoing problem with the vehicles and has made
concessions to accommodate owners. However, the constant need for repair and the time and
expense imposed upon owners to allow such repairs, is not acceptable. What's more, an extend
warranty with no assurances of functional parts simply delays an inevitable cost to owners of
these vehicles. Focus, Fiesta. Ford's Transmission Problem. Ford's Deception. Class Action?
Mass Action? Ford Fusion. Fusion Transmission Hesitation, Concerns. Ford Fusion Problems?
Who Are We? What We Are Doing. Our Litigation. Contact Us. Detail 1. Detail 2. Detail 3. Last
night, Ford Philippines launched the new EcoSport , a much refreshed version of the model they
debuted in Over four years, the garnering a total sales of about 39, units, and had a
commanding share of the segment, even with the arrival of newer three row models such as the
BR-V, Xpander semi MPV , and Rush. But an issue had been brewing abroad with regard to
models like the EcoSport, Focus, and Fiesta; three models that were fitted with a dual clutch
gearbox called PowerShift instead of a conventional automatic. Built in partnership with Getrag,
some PowerShift transmissions were found to have issues with reliability and shuddering at low
speeds. The PowerShift issue is a rather large problem for Ford in Australia , so much so that
many customers are demanding that Ford buy back their dual-clutch equipped vehicles despite
efforts to extend the vehicle warranties. Despite fixes, many customers complained that the
problem persisted or resurfaced soon after; reports indicated that the clutch material as well as
the transmission control module had some problems too. At the EcoSport's launch last night,
we asked Bert Lessard, the Managing Director of Ford Philippines, what steps the company he
leads will take or have taken with regards to PowerShift-related customer complaints. The head
of Ford Philippines could not give us an actual number with regard to the complaints over
PowerShift gearboxes in the Philippines, but he assured us that there were surprisingly very
few. Miniscule was the word he used, but he still left instructions that they were to be addressed
as quickly as possible. That's it. Lessard assumed the senior leadership position at Ford
Philippines after the previous Managing Director had been moved to another position back at
Ford's headquarters in Detroit. Insider information surfaced that his predecessor had difficulties
with Ford's Philippine dealer principals over attempts at overhauling the brand's service
standards, after-sales service pricing strategy, among others. Lessard himself is a veteran of
managing the Blue Oval's dealer network abroad, and appears to have worked at improving the
brand's working relationship with Ford dealers in the Philippines, particularly with after-sales
servicing. It's also interesting to note that the EcoSport will not be getting a PowerShift dual
clutch gearbox. Ford has instead opted to use something more conventional: a 6-speed
automatic gearbox. Previous article -. Nissan suits up the Navara in special edition N-Guard
trim. Honda Cars Philippines will get the boost they need with 11th generation Civic and all-new
City hatchback. It's not just the C-Class sedan that Mercedes-Benz launched. They also rolled
out the redesigned C-Class estate. Volkswagen PH will launch a new crossover very soon, the
T-Cross. Does this mean the new models are coming soon? Maxus D the SUV for those who
need performance, style, seating capacity, flexibility, and convenience. Fresh spy shots show
the full profile and shape of the all-new Hyundai Stare. Auto News. Vince Pornelos Author Info.
Ford PH head: It's on us, so we'll fix it and move on. Anton Andres. Is Suzuki preparing the
all-new Swift for next year? Featuring daily headlines and breaking news from the Philippine
auto industry and around the world. All Rights Reserved. Visit our affiliate website: MotoPinas.
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Welcome to the 1 Ford Fiesta Forum and Ford Fiesta community dedicated to Ford Fiesta
owners and enthusiasts. Register for an account , it's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join
the Ford Fiesta Forum today! JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Manual Transmission? Thread starter Elwood P.
Dowd Start date Jan 31, Elwood P. Jan 31, Premium Account. Throwout bearing failure? Maybe
some air in the line? I have not seen this one on a Fiesta. How does the fluid level look. When
you push in the clutch pedal, is there any air bubbles in the reservoir? Did the issue just
suddenly appear or was it a slowly developing that you noticed occuring once or twice a week?
I'm trying to get an idea of how it developed. Handy Andy. Hill Assist issues? Why Hill Assist?
Well, unless there is chewing gum on the backside of the clutch pedal - the MAIN reservoir
handles both the Brakes and Clutch - if they put in DOT3 when it should be DOT5 fluid to "top it
off" I could see this "binding issue" simple enough Hill Assist uses the Brakes to help "hold"
the vehicle that may cause the bind because of the poor viscosity problems that occur when
you mix Brake Fluids of different DOT numbers. It can be that IF the top off of wrong fluid did
occur, this can cause the shifting of fluid within the chambers - the subsequent swelling of the
seals and the binding of the clutch mater and Slave cylinder seals to prevent shifting That's one
that i didn't think of. That might not even set off the warning light. Feb 1, Thread Starter 5.

Hmmm, well has the system been bled? The "freezing" can be from many things, dirt,
contaminates or symptoms of something lodged in the lines - Bleeding out the system may or
may not help in dislodging the obstruction. I was also thinking too, is your clutch pedal return
spring - behaving ok? I mean it returns to up position right? There are two lines to one of the
cylinders as a means to burp the system and allow for this exchange of fluid to occur. The
clutch isn't a perfect sealed system, it needs fluid and exchanges it with the mater cylinder for
the brakes. So my thoughts on this is to "dislodge" may require a trip to the shop for them to
pull the lines and blow them clear then bleed the system to restore the clutch. Its' the "key off"
to Key on - and how that seems to clear the condition - is what has me stumped. Here's is
another scenario, say you are applying the Brakes, the Master cylinder is pressurizing the Brake
side of the system - which if you work with me here, means that as you apply the brakes, your
stop the reservoir from acting idly by as a "lake" keeping fluid in the system - the vanes and
pistons that supply fluid to the brakes from the Master cylinder are now closed off - no fluid can
enter into the system. IF you have problems with the Power Assist brakes or in that area, the
"restarting" of the vehicle can affect the Vacuum chambers ability to reset and release the
pressurized fluid back into the master cylinder. IF the Brake pedal does not return full up, there
may be a binding issue in the master cylinder and hence the "freezing" it's not from dirt, it's
from "starvation" of the system to free up fluid for the other cylinder system, your clutch - to
work with. Fluid simply cannot be released in enough volume to restore clutch operation
because of what I mentioned earlier - the Hill Assist. So - I wonder if a diagnostic may be needed
to follow the fluids in the system to determine the true fault. Last edited: Feb 2, Feb 6, Thread
Starter 7. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads L. Manual transmission fluid
Started by Leadfootfarva Nov 24, Replies: 8. Performance Tuning. General Automotive
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Mar 5, Nov 25, Aug 29, This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Seven current and former
employees who worked on the Ford Fiesta and Focus cars caught in a mounting scandal over
defective transmissions told the Detroit Free Press that despite the problem being well-known
and understood before the cars went on sale, the company discouraged employees from
speaking up to voice concerns. The employees said they feared losing their jobs. The issue
concerns the DPS6 dual-clutch PowerShift six-speed transmission featured in 2 million Fiesta
and Focus cars first launched in and , respectively. The transmission was first of its kind for
Ford in the U. It seemed the ship had sailed. Good people tried to make it work. Focus and
Fiesta owners have filed more than 4, complaints with the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. The U. There's much more in the full Freep report. We get it. Ads can be
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